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Famous intp musicians

INTP are NT or rational temperament and as such will be independent thinkers who are tinged to challenge the status quo. INTP are logical and creative and often have a colorful sense of humor. As musicians they are usually experimental and as they develop, they often become able to create music that is very complex and layered. Many are enthusiastic
learning and are constantly pushing themselves to new levels. They usually take their craft seriously and can be extreme perfections. They often change alternately between ness and familiarity. They enjoy and learn from new experiences, although they are inclined to comfort and familiarity when they are running out of energy. You think you're intp? =&gt;
Click here to learn more about type verifications. Whip It by Devo lyricsSantigold - Can't Get Enough Of Myself (Official Linear Music Video)Nerdy Love Song with Added Kitten Bonus! Rush - Limelight (Official Music Video)Scrubs Ted and Gooch (Kate Micucci) - Screw You (full song)M.I.A. - Paper PlanesMARTY FRIEDMAN - INFERNO (OFFICIAL MUSIC
VIDEO)Portlandia - She's Making Jewelry NowANIMALS AS LEADERS - Physical Education (Official Music Video)Aphex Twin - Come to Daddy (HD 720p)Key &amp; Key &amp; Peele - MC Mama - Uncensor Famous INTP-sheep Robert Fripp (King Crimson) Mark Mothersbaugh (DEVO) Neil Peart (RUSH) DeAnne Smith Walter Becker (Steely Dan) David
Byrne (Talking Heads) Psy Grimes Bob Moog (Inventor moog synth) Marty Friedman (Megadeth) Billy Howerdel (A Perfect Circle) Andrew Bird M.I.A. Carrie Brownstein Terry Bozzio Aphex Twin Keith Emerson (Emerson Lake & Palmer) Kate Micucci (Garfunkel & Oates) Raya Yarbrough Joe Jackson Santigold Tosin Abasi (Animals as Leaders) Do you think
they could be INTP? =&gt; Click here to learn more about type verifications. More INTP ← INTJENFP → Mark Mothersbaugh (DEVO)Neil Peart (RUSH)Kate Micucci (Garfunkel & Oates)Robert Fripp (King Crimson)DeAnne SmithKeith Emerson (Emerson Lake & Palmer)Bob Moog (Inventor of moog synth)Marty Friedman (Megadeth)Geddy Lee (Rush) Hi,
and advance sorry for my grammarth as the title suggest,, I wonder how intp-sheep, But don't you know the intiaked INTP's musician? (known or not known) I mean I love science and everything, im a computer geek etc. but I decided to career a musician,, something about making music attracted to me, and im listening to music anytime I can,, this is one of
passions from childhood,, I always wanted to sing though and it is a sin quite,, enjoyed well,, but given that my voice is not so excellent I decided to just make music....... by no means will I stop working on my dreams depending on the results of this thread,, but I do not mind a little inspiration or distraction if it is that both types of posts appreciate....... thanks I
intp and also very much in the music. In the past, I've tried to make music, but I'm more of an admirer of art than an artist. But I don't think it's a type restriction, so don't take it away. The world needs more music... it's such a pure form of communication. On Earth for lulz! No Fi Ni You Si You Fe INFP INTP ENFP 5w6 9w1 4w5 Cheeseumpuffs;544998 said: If
you think about it, suicide is only delayed abortion. Buckethead is often attributed as INTP. Richard D James (Aphex Twin) too. I think there are probably more INFPs in music than INTP's, but INTP musicians are probably less likely to front a man/woman or band leader, so maybe they just haven't noticed as much. After all, we're not exactly the kind of
people looking for attention. I think there's more INTP in electronic music or making movie/tv/videogame results as well, because these things are easier to do yourself. I think the biggest obstacle to being a musician like INTP is still committed to that. InTP are somehow known for being somewhat unmissable and have a million different interests/hobbyists
who do not stay 100% dedicated. Music is really something that requires you to focus on for many years. One of the reasons Buckethead is usually typed as INTP is because when he was in the bands he was constantly not showing up, always late, etc... Besides, he's literally hiding behind a mask on stage. It also releases a ridiculous number of
songs/albums (in the last few years it has released more than 100 hours of music), but they often feel like a cool grab of bags of ideas instead of highly focused and finished songs. Richard D James has similarly conducted interviews in the past, where he said he had hundreds of unpublished songs and relied on friends to tell him which ones to actually
release. I'm a computer geek by trade, but my strongest interest in life has always been music, so appreciate and appreciate it (I play guitar and piano). yes, I know the computer freak INTP, who'd have thought? All I ever wanted was to put the pieces apart on the day in my way -Aesop Rock I'm an INTP and I'm a musician. It is perfectly normal for you to be
attracted to music, because music is inherently mathematical and is a kind of science in terms of its creation. It seems to me that composing is best as an INTP musician, you can orchestrate your various ideas that sporadically come to mind when you write and put it together out of madness. Or at least that's what I'm doing. I've always been attracted to
music, especially classical music and metal (I started out as a 2nd grader playing clarinet, tuba, and singing here and there until the end of my school life until I graduated). He pitched for INTP because he does not necessarily follow the generic formula of other musical genres, but often has a strong influence of classical music. But like any other science or
computer program, it takes a little learning and playing with it to really get it. Be a deterrent, go for fun, and let your mind go crazy about different ideas and get them to match. That's a great theme. I test most of the time as INTP and I'm a musician/texter. My career background is IT and it became Project Management, but I got very involved in music when I
was younger and during that time it developed a very computer-designed slant, even though it started with guitars. I'm not sure I strictly believe in the types anyway but can relate to loads of stuff on this forum very well. I think you need to find the guy who most resembles you, but it won't contain you. I was a classic intp child during education, proving that he
is probably the most intellectually capable in different spheres, then almost omits at several points and basically refusing to make it a certain job. My house is full of books on all kinds of topics. I'm interested in everything. At the same time, I suffer from massive career discontent and never feel like I'm somewhere I want to be. I'd rather start my own business
than work for a company. I've always felt kind of twisted by all sorts of options. Like every day I'm sure I should x, but then by night out it became something else. I think a lot of you can get on with it. I loved music, and I used to tell my dad I was only good because I played with it mathematically. That wasn't entirely true, even though the best things I've come
up with really came from. However, understanding from a logical point of view allowed me to progress quite quickly, even though I was self-trained. Of course I'm also a good singer and I've been good at art and design; I have a strong aesthetic feel. Is that why I'm a Type F? I don't think it's that simple. I think there's a tendency to assume that because
someone follows the art, they should feel better in front of their thoughts. Perhaps a more soulless function of feeling (if features really exist) can help with musical inspiration and more mature thinking helps figure out technical things (I've always been a home studio type). My preferences are most likely INTP, but I also wondered about ENTP, INTJ and
maybe some NF colleagues. I'm an InTP musician. I play a lot of instruments (trombone, trumpets, clarinet, piano, guitar, violin, other small assorted instruments) and I am the first chair in the concert group to which I belong. I have a sineeste, so I see music. In fact, I don't care about the theory behind the music and I'm just good at playing because I can
see/feel/interpret music in a weird way. There is a trend that I notice that intps are very good at (and in) learning languages, or in the production/playing of music. I listen to music almost all the time, no matter what I do, unless I listen to someone talking. I so see INTP musicians, but I doubt it is very profitable. Maybe with the internet and youtube it's easier to
get exposure and you can find enough people who like it to get some money for it? But it seems to be all the money in people who use their voice for music. It seems that it doesn't matter what interesting sounds you can make with instruments, the average person wants to hear a beautiful voice that sings a song, rather than one that plays on the imagination
and its emotional landscape. Maybe it's introvert vs. extrovert apprehaming music or something. But it kind of sucks. It seems that most people really love the sound of the voice more than the valuation of sound in general. · Discussion Starter • #1 • Mar 26, 2012 Who are some famous intp musicians? · Frank Zappa, Jack White, George Harrison, Lou Reed,
David Bowie. Or maybe that's what it seems... · Frank Zappa, Jack White, George Harrison, Lou Reed, David Bowie. Or it seems... I'm not sure about Bowie, it feels like something else. David Byrne is mentioned as INTP · David Bowie seems more isfp... · Frank Zappa, Jack White, George Harrison, Lou Reed, David Bowie. Or it seems... Yes, I've always
been convinced that Jack White is INTP, especially after seeing the White Stripes doc Under the Great White Northern Lights. I don't think David Bowie is INTP. And after seeing Scorsese's documentary about George Harrison, I'm still a little unsure about him. · · I saw Mr. Cobain typed in as INTP. When I watch his interviews, I see that's possible. · Gilbert
O'Sullivan? I deeply apologize, but George Harrison was claimed to be one of the INFP. Thank you for your time. · and it seems that people who would fit under intp are usually put under intj or infp... And everyone's judging by the sound of music. Few have apparently officially tested. But I'm saying that milemarker, Adam Goren, Jeff Magnum, half of those in
the drive-in, maybe he was a vocalist from the Zu clan, chiasm, andrea echeverri (aterciopelados), diego sandrin, willy mason, tricky, thao nguyen, andrew bird, owen pallett, mcfrontalot, loney dear, emilie simon, miho hatori (cibo matto, gorillaz), cold, joan baez, johnny marr, pieter bourke, linda perry... want to ask some others for intp creative independence?
I know how to make wmd using just cat pissing and microwave cd mandarins dream ... Let's see how they try to get them back. All I need is a cat... and maybe one or two household items, but anyway. · What other than intp would you think that the smoke in the chilling daughter would go past for a music video? If they're so famous or famous... I don't think
anyone's going to claim that intp... So we don't pull Joni and go into solitude... And only if they don't get back on the radar. I think we can ask for all the talented people. Creativity the inability to focus on one instrument or career and a general unobmediation relationship with their fans. It would probably be easier to return some bands to other species.... Those
horrible bands that should never even be put on the radar, just asking to be properly typed. · Istp. At least that's how a lot of websites type it. Frank Zappa is so intp. Like Maurice Ravel, Richard James (Aphex Twin), Simon Green (Bonobo), Amon Tobin and probably many other electronic artists. Jack White and David Byrne are INFJ's, Kurt Cobain and FP,
and I don't remember the others published in this thread. · I saw Mr. Cobain typed in as INTP. When I watch his interviews, I see that's possible. Definitely INFP. · You know that reviewing multiple websites.... And it seems that no one can agree... Just one... a well-known musician or performer who is intp. There's more consensus that Nick Drake might be...
although infps required all suicides and early death. · I deeply apologize, but George Harrison was claimed to be one of the INFP. Thank you for your time. Dumbasses, George Harrison's INFJ, has been mentioned several times before, perhaps if you've researched it, use some logic. And don't be narcissistic about it. · Dumbasses, George Harrison's INFJ,
has been repeatedly cited before, perhaps if you've researched it, use some logic. And don't be narcissistic about it. Are you sure? Post dates from 03-27-2012 02:53 AM · I saw that M.I.A. inTP was one of her last interviews.
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